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INNER FUNCTIONS AND CYCLIC VECTORS
IN THE BLOCH SPACE
J, M, ANDERSON, J. L. FERNANDEZ AND A. L. SHIELDS

ABSTRACT. In this paper we construct a singular inner function whose polynomial multiples are dense in the little Bloch space .~o . To do this we construct
a singular measure on the unit circle with "best possible" control of both the
first and second differences.

I.

BACKGROUND

The Bloch space YJ in the open unit disc llJ) in the complex plane is the
space of all those analytic functions I such that (1 -lzI 2 )/(z) is bounded in
llJ). We norm YJ as follows:

11I11 = 1/(0)1 + sup{( 1 -lzI 2)1/ (z)l: z E llJ)}.

( 1)

With this norm YJ is a Banach space and YJo a closed subspace. Here YJo '
sometimes called the "little" Bloch space, denotes the set of those I in YJ for
which (1 - IzI 2 )/(z) --> 0 as Izl T 1. We recall several results about these
spaces (see [ACP74 and An85) for details).
Let
denote the set of analytic functions that are in I with respect to
area measure in llJ) and let J denote the set of analytic functions g in llJ) for
which g' E
with the norm

L!

L

L! '

Ilgll = Ig(O)1 + ~

(2)

7r

r Ig'l dA.

1'J'P

Here d A denotes area measure. If I E YJ and g E J have the power series
= 'L/(n)zn, g = 'Lg(n)zn, and if G(z) = [(zg)' - g(O))/z, then the
following limit exists:

I

= lim 2:: /(n)g(n)/
00

(3)

(f, g)

rTl

0

= /(O)g(O)

+

*!! /

(reiO)G(re -iO)( 1 - /)r dr dfJ.
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Using (3), each g E J defines a bounded linear functional on ~o' and
every bounded linear functional has this form. Likewise, each f E ~ defines
a bounded linear functional on J , and every bounded linear functional has
this form. Furthermore, the linear functional norm for g is equivalent to the
norm (2), and for f it is equivalent to (1). Thus we may say that
in the sense of isomorphic Banach spaces. (Note, however, that ~ with the
norm (1) is actually isometric to ~o** , see [RS70).)
Further, the polynomials are norm dense in ~o and in J, and are weak*
dense in ~ (~ is not separable). Also, ~o' J, and ~ are isomorphic, as
Banach spaces, to the sequence spaces co' II ,and {XJ (it is sufficient to establish
this result for ~o' and this can be dedut::ed from Theorem 7 of [SW78]).

Lemma 1. (a) If {fn} C ~ then fn -+ 0 weak* if and only if fn(z) -+ 0 for
all Z in ]])), and sup Ilfnll < 00.
(b) If UJ c ~, 0::; 0; < 1, then limJ;, -+ 0 (as 0; i 1) weak* if and only
if limf,,(z) -+ 0 (0; i 1) for all Z E]])), and lim- sup Ilf,,11 < 00.

Remark. (a) and (b) remain valid if
by weakly.

is replaced by

~

~o

and weak* is replaced

Proof. Part (a) follows from the dominated convergence theorem, and (b) follows from (a) by contradiction; we omit the details. 0
We may derive a growth estimate for Bloch functions from (1). Since f(z) =
f(O) + f j' (integrating along the radius), we have
(4)

If(z)1 ::; If(O)1
::; {I

+ Ilfll

+ log

1

10'(1- t

~r}

2 )-1 dt::; {I

+ ~ log

~ ~;} Ilfll

Ilfll·

Thus ~ is contained in L~ (the analytic L P functions in ]]))), for all p < 00 .
For the Hardy spaces we have H oo c ~ , but H P is not contained in ~ for
any p < 00; also, ~ is not contained in the Nevanlinna class.
In this paper we study (weak*) cyclic vectors for the space ~ . These are the
functions f in .9J whose polynomial multiples are weak* dense in ~ (that is,
they are cyclic vectors in the weak* topology for the operator of multiplication
by z on ~). We note that if f is in ~o' then f is (norm) cyclic in ~o if and
only if it is weak* cyclic in ~ ._ Indeed, if g; denotes the polynomials, then the
linear manifold g; f is norm dense in ~o if and only if no linear functional
annihilates it; this is precisely the condition for weak* density in ~ . When we
refer to cyclic vectors in ~ the weak* topology is always understood.
We note that if f is cyclic in ~, then f has no zeros in ]])) (since point
evaluations are weak* continuous functionals on ~). This condition is not
sufficient, however, as indicated below. A sufficient condition was given in
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[ACP74, p. 2S]: if If(z)1 ~ c > 0, then f is cyclic in 9J. Theorem 1 below
is an extension of this result.
Since H oo c 9J it is natural to begin by asking which H oo functions are
cyclic in 9J . The corollary to the next result gives a partial answer. We recall
that the weak* topology on H oo results from the pairing of H oo with the
quotient space L~ (where L~ = {L:~ ifJ(n)zn: ffJ ELI}, with the quotient
norm); this pairing can be expressed by (3). The next result is the "predual"
form of the containment of H oo in 9J; in this form the proof is considerably
more difficult.
Proposition 1. J

c L~ .

Proof. Let g E J ; we must show that there exists ffJ ELI such that g( n) =
ifJ(n) (n ~ 0). We know that
00

lim""' j(n)g(n)/
r---+l~
o

exists for all f E 9J , and hence for all
[PSW67] now asserts the existence of ffJ.

f

E

H oo

•

The principal theorem in

0

Corollary. If f E H oo is outer, then f is cyclic in 9J .

Proof. We recall that the analogue of Beurling's theorem for H2 is valid for

H oo in the weak* topology (see [RS66, Theorem 5.5] for example); in particular,
the polynomial multiplies .9h of a function hE H oo are weak* dense in H oo
if and only if h is an outer function. Thus no element of L~ annihilates .9 f;
by the proposition, no element of J annihilates .9 f, and so f is (weak*)

cyclic in 9J.

0

What about singular inner functions? Since 9J c L~ it can be shown that if a
function (in particular, a singular inner function) is cyclic in 9J then it is cyclic
in L~. (The proof is similar to the proof of the corollary above. The dual of L~
in the pairing (3) is the space of analytic functions whose first derivative is in
L~ , that is, the Dirichlet space. The containment corresponding to Proposition
1 is trivial since L 2 eLI .)
One has a complete description of the singular inner functions that are cyclic
in L~ from Korenblum [KoSI] and Roberts [RS5] (see also Joel Shapiro's notes
[iSSO]). Namely, the singular measure must put no mass on any closed subset of
em that is "thin" in the sense of Beurling, Carleson, and Hayman (see [BSS4, p.
274] for these references and for the definition of the sets). See [SS5] for more
information about cyclicity in L~. In particular, the singular inner function
exp{(z + I)/(z - I)} is not cyclic in L~, (H. S. Shapiro has informed us that
this result is due to M. V. Keldys), and thus is an example of a function with
no zeros that is not cyclic in 9J .
The purpose of this paper is to exhibit singular inner functions that are cyclic
in 9J; our examples will actually lie in <~o and thus are cyclic there.
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We wish to thank Professor Leon Brown for helpful discussions about some
of the material in this paper.
II. A SUFFICIENT

CONDITION FOR CYCLICITY

Theorem 1. Let rp (t) be a continuous. nondecreasing Iunction on [0, 1). Let I

be analytic in

Jl).

II there exist a, b > 0 such that lor all z E

(5)

II(z)1

(6)

I/(z)l:::;

~

arp(1 - r)
(r
b
l_rrp(l-r)

Jl)

we have

= Izi),
(r=lzl),

then I is cyclic in 9; .
Rem. Note that

IE 9;

Theorem 3.8 in [ACP74).

by (6). The proof below is modelled on the proof of

Proof. For 0:::; t < 1 we have (with r = Izl, s
(7)

II(z) - I(tz)1

=
=

I!: 1

(w) dw

= Iwl ),

I: ; blllllrp( !:
1 - tr)

b11I11 rp( 1 - tr) log { 11 -=-

t;} .

(1 - S)-l ds

Let [f) denote the weak* closure in 9; of the polynomial multiples of I;
thus our goal is to show that [f) = 9; .
Let 1; (z) = I( t z), 0:::; t < 1 . Since 111; is analytic on the closed unit disc
one shows that (l/1;)IE[f). Also, I(z)I1;(z)-+ 1 as tr 1. Thus,byLemma
1, to complete the proof we need only show that 11f!1; II is bounded. From (1),
since UI1;)(O) = 1, it remains to show that (1 - r)IUI1;)'(z)1 is bounded in
Jl) (r = Izl); equivalently, that (1 - r)I{U - 1;)IJ;}'(z)1 is bounded. We have

( I-1;)'

.r;

U - 1;)'
J,

U - 1;)(1;)'
1'2

)(

{

= F

1

+F

2•

Let c denote a constant, not necessarily the same each tiP.1e it occurs. Since
(1;)'(z) = tl(tz) , from (5), (6), and (7) we have:

1F1(z)l:::; b {rpi 1 - r) + trpi 1 - tr)} /arp(1 - tr):::;
- r

1F2 (z):::; cllIl1

(log \

-=-t;)

- tr

/(1-

-c
1,

- r

tr).

Since (logx)lx is bounded for 1 :::; x < 00 we see that (1-r)F2(z) is bounded
in Jl); also, (1 - r)Fl (z) is bounded, which completes the proof. 0
Problem 1. If rp(t) = l/log(elt) , can condition (6) be omitted in the statement

of Theorem I?
An affirmative answer would, by (4), imply an affirmative answer to the following question (which is open even when I is bounded).
Problem 2. If I and III are both in 9; , then must I be cyclic in ,(jJ?
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SMOOTHNESS OF INNER FUNCTIONS

Let f1 be a positive finite Borel measure on 'f = 8]]J). By the modulus of
continuity and the modulus of smoothness of f1 we mean the following two
functions:
WI (£5; f1) = sup{,u(l): m(I) ::; £5, I a subarc of 'f},
w2(£5; f1) = sup{I,u(I) - f1(J)I: m(I) = m(J) ::; £5, I, J contiguous arcs}.
Here m denotes normalized Lebesgue measure on 11.'. Thus in the definition
of w 2 ' I and J can be arcs of the form:
it

1= { e :s::;t<s+h},

J = {e it : s - h ::; t

< s} ,

o < h ::; 2n£5 .

We only consider continuous measures (i.e., points have measure 0), Thus the
endpoints of the arcs will not matter. If either WI or w 2 tends to 0 as £5 tends
to 0, then the measure f1 is continuous; if f1 is continuous then both WI and
w 2 tend to O. A variant of the next result is in [hS64] (see also §6 of [jS80]).
We write WI (£5) instead of WI (£5; ,u) .
Theorem 2. Let

SIJ

be a singular innerfunction with singular measure f1. Then

ISI1(z)1

~ exp { -6 W\( ~ ~ r) }

,

r = Izl.

Before giving the proof we require two lemmas.
Lemma 2. Let

It I ::;

n, £5 = 1 - r, 0::; r < 1. Then
1 - r2

(8)

2£5

Ir - e it l 2 ::; £52 + (tln)2 .
Proof. The inequality is equivalent to
(9)

(1

+ r){£5 2 + (tin) 2 }

::; 2{1 - 2rcost
= 2{£5

2

+ r2}

+ 2r(1 - cost)}.

This inequality in turn is equivalent to
(10)

)

3

(1 + r)(tlnr ::; £5 + 4r(1 - cost).

It will be sufficient to prove this when 0::; t

:s n .

Case 1. 1::; t ::; n. Since the cosine is negative and the left side of (10) is
largest when t = n , it is sufficient to show that 1 + r ::; £53 + 4r ; this follows by
multiplying out and comparing terms.
Case 2. 0 ::; t :s l' The function (sin t) I t is decreasing, hence so is the
function (l-cost)lt2=2(sin~)2It2. Thus l-cost~4(tln)2 for O::;t::; l'
Substituting this in the right side of ( 10) and simplifying we see that it will be
sufficient to prove that

£53 + (15r - 1)(tln)2 ~ O.
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This is obvious if 15r 2: 1 . If 15r < 1 , then the worst case is when t = n /2.
Thus we must show that 4<5 3 > 1 - 15r, and this follows by multiplying out
and comparing terms. 0
If fl is a Borel measure on 'lI', then P[fl](z) denotes the Poisson integral of
fl, evaluated at the point Z E lIJ) •
Lemma 3. If fl is a positive finite Borel measure on 'lI', then

r = Izi.
Proof. Let <5 = 1 - r , let N be the largest integer such that 2<5 N::; 1 , and let
Ik = {e it : 2n<5k ::; t

< 2n<5( k + I)},

k=O,I, ... ,N-l,

IN = {e it : 2n<5N::;

t::; n}.

Thus m(Ik) = <5, k < N, and m(IN) < <5, where, as above, m denotes the
normalized Lebesgue measure on 'lI'. Thus fl(Ik) ::; WI (<5), k ::; N. We break
the Poisson integral into two parts: 0::; t ::; n, and -n ::; t ::; O. By Lemma 2
we have

r

1- /

io Ir - e it 2

d ()

l

fl t ::;

~ /,
~

fA

2<5
d
2 (<5) ~
<5 2 + (t/n)2 fl::; WI
~ <5

1

+ 4<5e

::; 3 Wli<5) .
Here we have used the fact that n 2 < 10 and therefore
(11 )

Lo
00

1

1 + 4k

2

1

< 1 + "5 +

L
00

2

1

-2 =

4k

l.2

1 (n2

)

+ 4" 6 - 1 < l.5.

A similar estimate for the other integral completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2. Since

Lemma 3 0

ISI1 (z)1 =

0

exp{ -P[fl](Z)}, the result follows from

We say that a positive continuous function rp on the half open interval (0, 1]
satisfies conditions (*) if the following holds.
(*)

There exist constants c, a with c > 0 and 0 < a < 1, such
that
rp(x) > c rp(y)
xa

-

ya

for all x, y with 0 < x ::; y ::; 1 .
For example, if rp(x) = x"{log(e/x)}-p for some a, 0::; a < 1, and
some fJ 2: 0, then rp satisfies condition (*). We shall be interested in the
case a = 0, fJ = ~. In the terminology of S. N. Bernstein (see the paragraph
preceding Theore~ 3 in [Be49]) the function rp(x)/xa is almost decreasing on
the interval (0, 1].
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The following lemma will give us an upper bound for the derivative of a
singular inner function in terms of the second difference. It is suggested by the
proof of Theorem 1 of [DSS66] (which corresponds to taking rp = 1 ). However
we have organized the details of the proof somewhat differently because the
proof in [DSS66] used two facts that are not available here: the self-conjugacy
of the Zygmund class A * , and the equivalence between A * and the growth of
the second derivative.
Lemma 4. Let Ji be a positive, finite Borel measure on '][', and let

F(z)

( 12)

=

j W+zz

- - dJi(w) ,

W

w -

=e

it

Let rp(t) be positive, continuous, nondecreasing on the half open interval (0, 1],
and let rp satisfy condition (*) above. If w 2 (J; Ji) = O(Jrp(J)) , then

IF' (z) 1= 0

( 13)

i

r = 1z 1.

( rp 1_-:)) ,

Proof. In this proof c will denote a constant, not necessarily the same at each
occurrence. We assume that IlJiIi = 1. Let v = Ji - m, where m denotes
normalized Lebesgue measure on ']['. Then 0(0) = 0 and O(n) = jl(n) for
n =I- O. Also, W2(J; v) = w 2(J; Ji). Let g(t) = V (It) , where

o :s: t :s: 2n .
Then g is continuous (points have measure 0 since w 2 (J) tends to 0 as J
tends to 0); also, g(O) = g(2n) = O. We extend g to a periodic function on
the real line. Integrating by parts we have

2ning(n)

=

in

10 211 e -int g(t) dt =

From (w+z)(W-z)-1
we have

j e -in! dv

= 1 + 22:'j"'(wz)n ,and

=

jl(n),

wz(W-z)-2

00
F(z) -1 = 2L:,L2(n)zn
= 2i 111 wz(w - z)-2 g (t)dt,

I

n =I- O.

= 2:'j'" n(wz)n
W

it
=e .

-11

Thus
(15)

F'(z) = 2i i1111 w(w - z)-2 g (t)dt+4iz i1111 w(w - z)-3 g (t)dt.

= 2ih, (z) + 4izh2(z).
Suppose we could show that Ih 2 (z)1 :s: crp(J)jJ, J = 1 -Izl. Since h; = 2h2 '
we would have hi E 9J; thus Ihil = O(logJ- I ) as J --+ 0 by (4). This
is O(rp(o)jo) since, taking x = J and y = 1 in condition (*), we have
rp(J) 2: cJ a for some a < 1 . Thus to complete the proof it suffices to estimate
h2 as above.
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Let z

= red} , J = 1 -

r,

711

= ei1 , and

A(r, t)

h2 (z) = r+v 711(711- Z)-3 g (t)dt+/f}
if}

-IT+f}

Put S = t - 6; then, in the second integral, replace
shows that, putting h = eM h2 ' we have
h(z) = hIT A(r, s)g(6

= 711(711 711(711S

r)-3 . Then

z)-3 g (t)dt.

by -s. A little calculation

+ s) ds + hIT A(r, s)* g(6 -

s) ds,

where * denotes complex conjugation. To complete the proof it will be sufficient
to show that Ih(z)1 ::; cqJ(J)/J) (where J = 1 -Izl).
By a result of [SW82], this is equivalent to showing that I Re hi satisfies the
same estimate. (See Lemma 1(ii), Lemma 2, and Theorem 1 of [SW82]. To use
the notation of that paper, let x = lit, and If/(x) = qJ(t)lt. Then If/(x)lx is
increasing, and If/(x)lx 1- a is almost decreasing, and so If/ satisfies Conditions
(U) and (L) of [SW82].) We have
IT

Reh(z) = h (ReA)[g(6+s)+g(6-S)]dS

(16)

= hIT (Re A)[g(6 + s) + g(6 - s) - 2g(6)] ds.
To justify the last equality we note that A(r, s) is represented by a power
series, in the variable e -is, with real coefficients and no constant term. Thus
Re A is represented by a cosine series with no constant term, and therefore
f;ReA = O.
Taking absolute values and replacing Re A by IA I we have

I Re hi ::; hIT leiS

-

rl- 3 w 2 (s;

/1) ds ::;

leiS -

C hIT

rl- 3 SqJ(S) ds.

We may assume that r > ~ and so J < ~. Let n denote the largest integer
such that 2n J < n. Let
10

= {e
Ik

iv

: 0::; 6

< J},

In+l

= {e

if}

n

: 2 J ::; 6::; n},

= {eif}: l-lJ::; 6 < 2k J},

1::; k::; n.

Then we have

r leiS - rl- sqJ(s)ds::; J- JqJ(J)J = qJ(J)/J,
r leiS _ rl- sqJ(s)ds::; c(2 J)-3l JqJ (lJ)lJ
iI,
i/o

3

3

3

k

::;c(2 k J)-1(2 k )aqJ(J),

l::;k::;n+l.

To justify the last inequality we note that from condition (*) we have, for
A> 1,
qJ(x)
qJ(AX)
-->C-x a - (AX)a'
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and so 91(AX) ::; da91(x). We now sum over k from 0 to n + 1; the sum
is bounded since a < 1, and we obtain the desired estimate for I Rehl. This
completes the proof of the lemma. 0
Theorem 3. IJ S/J. is a singular inner Junction with singular measure /1, and if
w z(<5; /1) = 0(<591(<5)), with 91 as in Lemma 4, then

IS~ (z) I ::; c 91

i

1_-:) ,

r =

Izl.

Proof. We have S/J.(z) = exp{F(z)} , where F is defined by (12). Thus

= IS/J.(z)F'(z)1

::; IF'(z)l, and the result follows by Lemma 4.

IS:(z)1

0

Combining Theorems 1, 2, and 3 we see that to construct a singular inner
function that is cyclic in g§ it is sufficient to construct a singular measure with
suitable control of the first and second differences (that is, of the moduli of
continuity and of smoothness). Note that in estimating
in the proof of
Theorem 3 above we threw away the contribution made by S/J.' and put the
entire burden on estimating F' .

S:

IV.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE MEASURE

Let /1 be a positive finite Borel measure on 'f, and as before let WI and
W z denote the first and second differences of /1 (that is, the moduli of continuity and of smoothness). It is trivial that if WI (t) ::; ct , then /1 is absolutely
continuous with bounded Radon-Nikodym derivative. Also, it is known that
if fol t- 3 [W Z(t)]z dt < 00, then /1 is absolutely continuous with L Z derivative
(see [SZ63, Theorem H], for a simple proof see [hS68, p. 274]). In the converse direction the following is known. First, if o(t) is a positive continuous
function on (0, 1], and if o( t) ----+ 00 as t ----+ 0, then there exists a positive
singular measure with WI (t) ::; cto(t) (see [HK37, §5]). Also, if P(t) is a continuous increasing function on [0,1], with P(O) = 0 and flt-I[P(t)]z = 00,
then there exists a positive singular measure with wz(t) ::; ctp(t). (See [hS68,
p. 266], or [Ka69, p. 192]. In [Ka69] there is the additional requirement that
2p(t) 2: P(4t).)
In [ABB77, Problem 7.32, p. 147] the question was asked as to whether
a singular measure existed with both WI (t) ::; cto(t) and wz(t) :S ctp(t) , as
above. The following result shows that this is indeed the case.
We shall identify 'f with the closed unit interval [0, 1], with 0 and 1
identified.
p be positive continuous Junctions on (0, 1], such that
is decreasing, p is increasing, o( 1) 2: 2, P (1) ::; 1 , and
(a) o(t) ----+ 00, P(t) ----+ 0, (t ----+ 0),
(b) l t- I [P(t)]z dt = 00,

Theorem 4. Let

fo

0,

(c) 2P(t) 2: P(4t),

0::; t::;

t.

0
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Then there exists a singular Borel probability measure fl on 11', with
(1) WI (t; fl) :S 8ta(t),
(2) w 2 (t; fl) :S 36tp(t).
Remark. Let P(t) = {log(e/t)}-1/2 and a(t) = 2 - 48- l logP(t). One verifies
that condition (c) above is satisfied. Let S be the singular inner function associated with the measure fl provided by Theorem 4. Then by Theorems 2 and
3 we will have:
IS'(z)1 :S cP(1 - r)/(1 - r),

-96

P(1 - r).
It follows from Theorem 1 that S is cyclic in the little Bloch space 910
IS(z)1 ~ e

,

Proof. The construction is modelled on that in [Ka69], where however only the
second difference is controlled. The need to control the first difference as well
complicates our construction considerably.
As indicated above we identify 11' with the interval [0, 1], with 0 and 1
identified. Our measure will be constructed as the limit of a sequence of probability measures on 11'.
At stage zero we have Lebesgue measure, flo, on 11'. At the nth stage 11' is
divided into 4 n disjoint equal subintervals (open on the right and closed on the
left) and fln is a probability measure such that on each of these subintervals it
is a constant multiple of Lebesgue measure.
The intervals at the nth stage will be called" n-intervals".
Let In denote the density function for fln . Thus if I is an n-interval then
(17)

In(x)

= fln(I)lI1

-I

n

= 4 fln(I) ,

x E I,

where III = 4 -n is the length of I.
Therefore, fln = Inflo· We shall arrange things so that

(18)
flj(I) = fln(I) for all j ~ n,
if I is an n-interval.
Using this one can show that the sequence {fln} converges weak* to a probability measure fl on 11', that is,

!

gdfln

~

!

gdfl

for all continuous functions g on 11' (g(O) = g( 1)). Indeed, by (18) this holds
for certain discontinuous g; namely, if g is constant on each N-interval for
some fixed N. But functions of this form approximate uniformly to arbitrary
continuous functions.

Notation. In (I) denotes the constant value of In on I, if I is an n-interval
(or a j-interval for some j> n).
Rather than specifying the measures fln directly we shall specify the sequence
of density functions {in}' Condition (18) is equivalent to the following condition: if I is an n-interval, and if II' ... ,14 are the four (n + I)-intervals
into which I is divided, then
(19)

In(I) = Hln+1 (II) + ... + In+1 (I4)]'

439
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This is just the requirement that the sequence {fn} be a martingale.
Definition. A 4-adic martingale is a sequence {h n } of real valued functions
on 1[' such that h n is constant on each n-interval, and (19) is satisfied, n =
0, 1 .... If each h n is nonnegative then the martingale is said to be nonnegative.

The following result describes the properties of the density functions In that
we need for the proof of the existence of the measure fl. This result is the
main ingredient in the proof of the theorem. Before proving it we first use it to
complete the proof of the theorem.

Proposition 2. Let If/ and 'I' be positive continuous real valuedfunctions defined
for t ~ 0, with If/ increasing and 'I' decreasing, If/(O) ~ 2 and '1'(0) S 1,
If/(t) - t 00 and rp(t) - t 0 as t - t 00. Assume further that
(a) rp(n) s2rp(n+ 1), n=O, 1,2, ... ;
(b) L: rp(n)2 = 00.
Then there exists a nonnegative 4-adic martingale {fn} such that
(i) fo = 1 ,

(ii) rp(n) S fn(x) S If/(n) for n ~ 0 and 0 S x S 1,
(iii) Ifn(/) - fn(/')I S rp(n) for n ~ 0, whenever I and

I' are any two
adjacent n-intervals,
(iv) Ifn+l (/) - fn(J)1
~rp(n + 1), whenever J i an n-interval, and Ie J
is an (n + 1)-interval
(v) fn(x) - t 0 almost everywhere.

s

We now use this result to complete the proof of Theorem 4. Let If/(t) =
00(4-1) and rp(t) = fJ(4- 1) , where a and fJ are given from the hypotheses of
Theorem 4. Clearly If/ is increasing, 'I' is decreasing, If/(O) ~ 2, '1'(0)
1,
and If/(t) - t 00, rp(t) - t 0 as t - t 00. Also,

s

rp(n)

= fJ(4- n) = fJ(4·

4-(n+l)) S 2fJ(4-(n+l))

= 2rp(n + 1),

and so hypothesis (a) of Proposition 4 is satisfied. To see that hypothesis (b) is
satisfied we proceed as follows:

f

o

rp(n/

~

r=

io

rp(t/ dt

= (log4)

-1

iot

=

r=

io

fJ(4- 1)2 dt

2 -1

fJ(s) s

ds

= 00,

where the last equality is given by hypothesis (b) of Theorem 4. Thus we have
verified all the hypotheses of the proposition. We now apply the proposition to
obtain the existence of the functions {In}.
Let fln = fnflo (as before, flo denotes Lebesgue measure on 1['); then the
{fll/} are probability measures on 1[' satisfying (18), and so they converge weak*
to a probability measure fl. Thus,
(20)

for all j

fl(/)
~

= flJ(I) = IIlfn(I) = 4- nfn(/)

n and all n-intervals I.
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We first show that Ji is a singular measure. Indeed, since In -+ 0 a.e. there
are, by Egorov's Theorem, sets Ek with JiO(Ek) 2 (k - I)/k, so that In -+ 0
uniformly on E k . It follows that Ji(E k ) = 0 for each k, and thus Ji is singular.
Next we establish conclusion (1) of Theorem 4: w1(t; Ji) ~ 8to:(t). Let J
be a subinterval of '][' and choose the nonnegative integer n so that
(21 )
Then there are two adjacent n-intervals I, I' such that J c I u I'. (If J
is contained in a single n-interval, this will improve the inequality below by a
factor of 2.) Thus
Ji(J) ~ Ji(l)

since

+ Ji(l')

= 1/1{ln(l)

III < 41JI. From (21) we have

+ !n(l')} ~

8IJIIfI(n) ,

n ~ log4lJI-1 . Therefore,

Ji(J) ~ 81JIIfI(log4IJI

-I

) = 8IJI0:(IJI) ,

and conclusion (1) of the theorem follows from this. In particular, this implies
that a single point has Ji-measure zero.
Finally we establish conclusion (2) of Theorem 4: w 2 (t; Ji) ~ 36tp(t). To
do this we must show that if J, l' are two adjacent subarcs of '][' of the same
length, then
(22)

IJi(J) - Ji(1')1

~ 36IJIP(IJI)·

It is sufficient to prove this for open subarcs, since points have measure zero.
Let J and l' be given, and choose n so that (21) is satisfied. We work first
with J.
There are at most three (n + 1)-intervals contained in J (since each such
interval contains its left endpoint, whereas J is an open arc). The union of
these intervals is a subinterval of J (or is empty).
Let ~/n+l denote the union of all the (n + I)-intervals (if any) contained
in J; there are at most three such intervals.
Let ~ In+2 denote the union of all the (n + 2)-intervals contained in
J\ ~ I n+ 1 ; there are at most six such intervals (consider separately the two
cases that J does, or does not, contain at least one (n + I)-interval).
Let ~ I n + 3 denote the union of all the (n + 3)-intervals contained in
(J\~In+l)\~In+2; there are at most six such intervals.
Continuing in this manner we have a decomposition of J. In the next few
paragraphs we shall use the notation I j (j 2 n + 1) to denote the j-intervals
in this decomposition of J . Thus we have

(23)

(

IJI = L
Ji(J)

=

IIn+11

+L

LJi(ln+l)

Iln+21

+L

Iln+31

+ ... ,

+ LJi(In+2) + LJi(In+3) + ....

There are two adjacent n-intervals I, I' such that J c I u I' . (If J lies in
a single n-interval then the term rp (n) on the right side of each of the estimates
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below can be deleted.) Thus each interval In+I' I n+2 , ... lies either in I or
in l' .
Notation. If H is a j-interval, then D(H) will denote fj(H).

If In+1 c I, then ID(In+l) -D(I)I ~ ~qJ(n + 1), by (iv) of Proposition 2. On
the other hand if In+1 is contained in 1', then
ID(In+l) - D(I)I ~ ~qJ(n

+ 1) + qJ(n)

~ ~qJ(n),

by (iii) and (iv) of Proposition 2.
If In+2 c I, then ID(In+2) - D(l)1 ~ 1{qJ(n + 2) + qJ(n + I)}, whereas if
,
In+2 c I , then

Thus in general we have
2ID(In+k) - D(l)1 ~ (k

+ 2)qJ(n).

Combining this with (23) we have
1.u(J)

L IIn+IIID(In+l) - D(I)I
+ L IIn+21ID(In+2) - D(l)1 + ...
~ 4- qJ(n) (3. ~ + 3~(k + 3)4- k)

-IJID(l)1 ~

n- 1

Together with the corresponding inequality for

< 9IJlqJ(n).

f we have

1.u(J) - .u(i')1 ~ 18IJlqJ(n).

Finally, from (21) and the fact that qJ is decreasing we have

This establishes conclusion (2) of Theorem 4. Thus it remains to prove the
proposition.
V.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION

2

Notations. 1. r(n) = qJ(n) - qJ(n + 1). Thus, r(n) ~ ~qJ(n) ~ qJ(n + 1).
2. if/ = lfJ - qJ. Thus if/ is an increasing function, and if/(O) ~ 1 .
3. d n = fn - f n- I (n ~ 1). Thus d n is constant on each n-interval.
4. sn(I, 1') = signum{In(I) - fn(I')} , when I, l' are adjacent n-intervals.

We take sgn(O) = 1 .
5. I{f < b} I denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set of points x in [0, 1]
for which f(x) < b.
Let fa = 1 , and Po = O. Note that fa ~ if/(O). We shall construct inductively
a sequence of nonnegative functions {fn} , and a strictly increasing sequence of
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integers {Pk} , such that the following five conditions are satisfied:
(24)

f n - 1(/) = Hfn(/l) + ,,·+fn (/4)],
rp(n) ::;

(25)

(26)
(27)

Ifn (/)

-

In(/')I ::;

rp(n)

Ifn(I) - fn_1(J)I::; ~rp(n)

In ::; Iji(n);

(/,

I'

(n?l);

are adjacent n-intervals);

(J in as (n - I)-interval, and
I

c J is an n-interval; n ? 1);

(28)

U?l).

This construction will prove Proposition 2. Indeed, only conclusion (v):
fn (x) ---+ 0 a.e., needs to be verified. By passing to a subsequence of the sequence
which we label {f.~ }, such that if
{PI} we may obtain a subsequence of {f.},
n
Ek = {x: fn , (x) ::; 1/ k }

then IEk I ? 1 - k -2 . Let E denote the set of points x lying in all but finitely
many of the sets E k . Using the fact that L IE~I < 00, where E~ = l'\Ek ' one
shows that lEI = 1 (the Borel-Cantelli lemma). Thus
lim
f. (x) = 0
k
n,

almost everywhere.

But {fn} is a positive martingale and therefore converges almost everywhere
(see [Db53, Chapter VII, Theorem 4.1, p. 319]), which completes the proof of
(v).

For n = i = 0, (24), (27), and (28) are vacuously satisfied, (26) is trivial, the
upper bound in (25) was indicated above, and the lower bound comes because
rp(O) ::; 1 .

Induction Assumption. The integers Po' ... ,Pk and the functions fo' ... , fn
have been chosen such that for all n ::; Pk and all i::; k, conditions (24)-(28)

are satisfied.
In every case, fn+l will be obtained by increasing and decreasing fn symmetrically, by either r( n) /2 or rp (n + 1) / 2, so that (24) and (27) are both
satisfied. Thus in what follows we shall not discuss these two conditions.
We first choose an intermediate integer r k and define fn+ I for Pk ::; n < r k
so that (24)-(27) are satisfied; then we show how to define
for n > rk ,
and finally we choose Pk+ I so that all five conditions are satisfied. This will
complete the induction.
Let N be the smallest positive integer such that N> (k + 2)If!(Pk)' This is
equivalent to

In

(29)

N - If! (p k) > N (k

+ 1) / (k + 2) .

Now let rk be the smallest integer greater than Pk such that
(30)
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For Pk ~ n < rk we define d n + 1 recursively as follows. Let I be an ninterval, let II' ... ,14 be the four (n + I)-intervals contained in I, and let I'
and I" be the n-intervals to the left and to the right of I (recall that 0 and 1
are identified.). Note that by (25) In(I) > O. Then
(31 )

and d n+1(/2) = -dn+1(/1)' d n+1(13) = -dn+1(/4)· Let In+1 = In
Idn+11 ~ r(n) we have

In+1 ~ Ijj(n)

+ r(n)

In+1 ~ rp(n) - r(n)

= lfJ(n) - rp(n

= rp(n + 1).

+ 1)

~

Ijj(n

+ d n+1 .

Since

+ 1),

Thus In+' satisfies condition (25). As regards (26) we have

j=1,2,3.
Let I~ denote the rightmost (n + 1)-interval in I' , and I;' the leftmost interval
in I". By (26) In(I) and In(I') differ by at most rp(n). We distinguish two
cases: (1) the difference is at least r (n) , and (2) the difference is less than r (n) .
In the first case when we pass to In+ I the difference is reduced by r( n) and we
have
IIn+I(/I) - In+,(I~)1 ~ rp(n) - r(n)

= rp(n + 1).

In the second case we have IIn+1 (II) - In+1 (/~)I ~ r(n) ~ rp(n + 1). One has
similar estimates for 14 and I;' , and so In+' satisfies (26).
Thus In has been defined for Pk < n ~ r k and the four conditions (24)-(27)
are satisfied. Before proceeding we need an additional estimate. For Pk < n ~
r k we have (by dropping the factor
from (31)),

!

lIn

-/p, I ~

Id l +P, 1+··· + Idnl ~ rp(Pk) - rp(n).

Thus from (25) we have In ~ Ijj(P k ) + rp(Pk) - rp(n) < IfJ(Pk). From this and
the lower bound in (25) we have, for n = r/.: '
(32)

We shall next make a preliminary definition of In for all n > r k , so that
conditions (24)-(27) are satisfied. Then we show how to choose Pk+1 so that
condition (28) is satisfied. Finally, we discard the In' n > Pk+1 ' given by the
preliminary definition, thereby completing the induction.
We assume that In has already been defined for some n ~ rk ; we now define
d n+ I. Let I be an n-interval, with adjacent intervals I' and I" on the left
and right. We distinguish two cases (A) and (B).
(A) We have 2rp(r/.:) ~ 1;(/) ~ N for r/.: ~ i ~ n. Then we define
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and d n+1(/2) = -dn+ 1(/1)' d n+1 (/3)
for i::; j ::; 4 we have, from (30),

= -dn+ 1(/4)' Let 1n+1 = fn + d n+1 • Then

(33)

fn+' (/j) ::; fn(I) + rp(n + 1) ::; N + rp(rk )

(34)

1n+1 (/) ;::: 1n(/) - rp(n

+ 1)

;::: 2rp(rk )

-

::;

Iji(r k )

::;

Iji(n + 1),

rp(n + 1) ;::: rp(n + 1).

Thus fn+' satisfies condition (25) on those intervals I covered by (A). As
regards (26), for the moment we merely note that

j=I,2,3.

(35)

(B) Either
(a) ,((/) < 2rp(rk ) for some i, rk ::; i::; n, or
(b) ,((I) > N for some i, rk ::; i::; n.
In both cases (a) and (b) we define

(36)

d n+1 (/,)

= sn(/' , I)r(n)/2,

d n+1 (/4)

= Sn(/" , I)r(n)/2,

and d n+1 (/2) = -dn+1 (/1)' d n+1 (/3) = -dn+ 1 (/4)' Let fn+' = fn + d n+ 1 • Note
that once (a) or (b) has occurred, say at index i, then we are in (B) for i ::; j ::;
n. Thus

(37)

Ifn+' (x) - ,((x)1

=

Hr(i)

+ ... + r(n)} = Hrp(i) - rp(n + I)}.

We first consider (a). Let x be given with rp(rk ) ::; fm(x) ::; N, rk
whereas ,((x) < 2rp(rk ) . Then ,((x) is determined by (A), and so

2rp(rk )

-

::;

m

< i,

-!rp(i) ::; ,((x) < 2rp(rk )·

Then from (37) we have

fn+,(x);::: ,((x) - Hrp(i) - rp(n + I)}
;::: 2rp(rk ) - rp(i) + -!rp(n + 1) ;::: ~rp(n + 1).
and

(38)

fn+,(x) < 2rp(rk ) + Hrp(i) - rp(n + I)} < ~rp(rk)
< rp(Pk) < Iji(n + I).

The last two inequalities come from (3) and the fact that rp ::; I ::; Iji .
We next consider (b). Suppose that 2rp(rk ) ::; fm(x) ::; N, rk ::; m < i, and
that ,((x) > N. Then ,((x) is determined by (A), and so

N < ,((x) ::; N + -!rp(i).
From this, as above, we obtain from (37), (30), and (29)

fn+' (x) ::; N + rp(i) - -!rp(n + 1) < N + rp(rk ) < Iji(rk ) ::; Iji(n + I),
fn+,(x) > N - Hrp(i) - rp(n + I)} > N -

-! ;: : rp(n + 1).

Thus in every case fn+' satisfies condition (25).
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As regards (26),we first note that (35) is valid in case (B), Since r(n) :::;
q;(n + 1). Suppose now that I is an n-interval, and I' , I" are the n-intervals
to the left and right of I. We shall show that
If,HI(II) - fn+I(I~)I:::; q;(n

(39)

+ 1)

(the proof for 14 , I;' is similar). If both fn+1 (II) and fn+1 (I~) are determined
by (B), then (39) is proved as in the discussion following (31). Next assume
that both are determined by (A). By the induction hypothesis, fn (I) and fn (I')
differ by at most q; (n). We distinguish two cases: (1) the difference is at least
q;(n + 1), and (2) the difference is less than q;(n + 1). In the first case when we
pass to fn+1 the difference is reduced by q;(n + 1) and we have
If,H I (I I) - fn + I (I~) I :::; q; (n) - q; (n

+ 1) :::; q; (n + 1) .
:::; q;(n + 1). Finally, we assume

In the second case we have IIn+1 (II) - fn+1 (I~)I
that (A) and (B) are both involved, say In+1 (II) is determined by (A), and
fn+1 (I~) by (B). As before In(I) and fn(I') differ by at most q;(n). We again
distinguish two cases: (1) the difference is at least Hr( n) + q; (n + I)} = q; (n) /2 ,
and (2) the difference is less than q;(n)/2. In the first case when we pass to
fn+1 the difference is reduced by q;(n)/2 and we have

+ 1).
:::; q;(n + 1).

Ifn+l (II) - fn+1 (I~)I :::; q;(n) - ~q;(n) :::; q;(n

In the second case we have Ifn+1 (II) - In+1 (I~)I :::; ~q;(n)
Thus (39)
has been proved and so fn+1 satisfies (26). This completes the preliminary
definition of In promised earlier for all n > rk .
Our next task is to choose Pk+1 ' larger than r k , such that (28) is satisfied
for k + 1 , that is, such that
( 40)

By (25), f, 2: q;(rk ). Let
A

E = {x: f, (x) < 2q;(rk)} '
A

and let F = [0, 1]\E
D

= {f, 2: 2q;(rk )}.

= {x:

A

Also, let

2q;(rk ):::; fn(x):::; N, r k :::; n < oo}.

Then Dc F. On D case (A) always applies, and thus

Ld~

= Lq;(n)2 = 00,

by hypothesis (b) of Proposition 2. Thus the sequence of functions {f,,} , r k

d;,

:::;

n < 00, is a martingale whose square function, S = L
(n 2: r k ), is infinite
on the set D. By a theorem of Burkholder (see [Bu73, Theorem 3.1, p. 21]),
the square function of a positive martingale (more generally, of an L I bounded
martingale) is infinite at most on a set of measure 0, ::'Tld so IDI = 0. Therefore,

(41)

IFI

~

(Fnyu; < 2~(rk)}) (Fny{.{, > N}) .
U
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For x E F\D, let r(x) denote the first integer i 2 rk such that either
J;(x) < 2rp(rk ) , or J;(x) > N. Let A denote the set where the first inequality
occurs, and B the set where the second occurs. Then A and B are disjoint,
and by (41): IFI = IA uBI·

Claim. IA U EI > (k + l)/(k + 2).
Let us accept this for the moment. Note that Au E is the set of those points
x for which there exists an integer i = i(x) 2 rk with (i) J;(x) < 2rp(rk) '
and (ii) 2rp(rk ) s:; fm(x) s:; N, rk s:; m < i. Thus for all n > i(x), fn(x) is
determined by case (B) above. By (38) we have:
fn(x) < ~rp(rk)'

(42)
Thus

i(x) < n <

00.

00

AUEcUGn ,
1

where Gn = {x: fj(x) < ~rp(rk)' n s:; j < oo}. Since this is an increasing union
the above claim implies that IGnl > (k + l)/(k + 2) for all sufficiently large n.
Let Pk+l be the first such integer n larger than Pk' Since ~rp(rk) < rp(Pk) by
(30), we see that with this choice of Pk+l inequality (40) will be valid. This
completes the induction.
It remains to establish the above claim. This is trivial if IFI = 0, so we
assume that F has positive measure. We require the following result.
Lemma 5. Let {fn}, M s:; n < 00, be a martingale on a probability measure
space with measure P. Let e, a, b, c, d be the real numbers with e > 0,

and a s:; c < d s:; b. Assume that
(a) c s:; fM s:; d a.e.;
(b) Ifn+l - Inl s:; e, M s:; n < 00;
(c) P(a s:; fn s:; b, M s:; n < (0) = O.
Let
ra(x) = inf{k: fk(x) < a},
rb(x) = inf{k: fk(x) > b},
and let t = J f M . Then
b-t
b+e-t
(43)
b
S:;P(ra<rb)S:;b
.
-a+e
-a+e
Proof. Let r = min(ra' r b ). Hypothesis (c) says that r(x) < 00 almost everywhere. Let A (resp. B) denote the set where r < 00 and r = ra (resp.
r = r b ). Then A and B are disjoint and P(A U B) = 1. By the optional
stopping theorem of Doob (see [Db53, Chapter VII, Theorem 2.1, p, 300]) we
have

fAir + iBr Ir
u

h

=!Ir(x)(x)dP(X)=!fMdP=t.

Note that P(A) = P(ra < r h ). The result now follows from the inequalities:

a-es:;Ir(x)S:;a,
a

xEA;

and the fact that P(B) = 1 - P(A).

bS:;Ir(x)S:;b+e,
h
0

XEB,
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We apply this result to the sequence of functions {In}' rk ::; n < 00, restricted to the set F . The probability measure is Lebesgue measure divided by
the measure of F. We let M = rk , a = c = 2rp(rk ) , d = If/(Pk) , b = N,
and e = rp(rk )/2. The definition of the set F, together with (32), tells us that
hypothesis (a) is fulfilled. Hypothesis (b) is clear from examining cases (A) and
(B). Finally, (c) is satisfied because the set D has measure zero (see the discussion preceding equation (41)). We apply the left side of (43). Since t::; If/(Pk)
we have, using (29),
b- t

=N - t

~ N - If/(Pk)

> N(k + 1)/(k + 2).

For the denominator we have the estimate

b - a + e = N - 2rp(rk ) + rp(rk )/2 < N.
From (43) we have IAI > IFI(k + 1)/(k + 2). Since E is the complement of F
we have IA U EI > (k + 1)/(k + 2), thus establishing the claim.
This completes the proof of Proposition 2, and hence of Theorem 4.
Note added in proof. Professor Allen L. Shields died on 16th September 1989
after a painful illness courageously borne. With his death the international
Mathematical Community loses an outstanding member and lucid expositor,
while many mourn the loss of a personal friend. The surviving authors sadly
dedicate this paper to his memory.

"His life was gentle, and the elements so mixed in him that
Nature might stand up and say to all the world-This was a
man!"
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